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Ultrathin Co films have been electrodeposited on Cu~001! from an aqueous Na2SO4/CoSO4 electrolyte
under cleanliness conditions equivalent to ultrahigh vacuum of 5310210 mbar. Films thicker than 1.5 ML
show in-plane magnetization and square hysteresis loops. The saturation magnetization increases linearly with
film thickness. The magnetization vanishes below 1.5 ML in agreement with molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!
films at 300 K. The coercivity varies approximately linearly with film thickness and is ten times larger than
usually observed in MBE-grown Co. ‘‘Magnetically dead’’ layers have not been found.
@S0163-1829~97!52104-7#

About 25 years ago the field of thin film magnetism ex-
perienced an intensive renaissance as a consequence of re-
ports by Liebermannet al.on ‘‘magnetically dead’’ layers at
the surface of very thin Fe, Ni, and Co films.1,2 This spurred
a great deal of theoretical and experimental effort to investi-
gate the magnetic properties of dimensionally reduced sys-
tems. However, over the years it became clear that the initial
observations had to be attributed to contaminated surfaces
and interfaces. Since the ‘‘dead layer’’ films had been pre-
pared by electrodeposition, the general belief evolved that
this method was not suitable to produce clean epitaxial mag-
netic films in the monolayer range.

In this paper we show that this prejudice is wrong. We do
this by choosing the system Co on Cu~001!, which has been
very well characterized in numerous molecular-beam epitaxy
~MBE! experiments in ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! and which
is known to grow epitaxially and layer by layer due to the
small difference in the lattice constants of,2%.3–6 We
compare the magnetic characteristics of our electrochemi-
cally deposited films, as measured in the electrochemical
cell, to those of films prepared by MBE in UHV. We find
very good agreement, with the exception of the coercive
fields, and clearly demonstrate the absence of ‘‘magnetically
dead’’ layers under carefully controlled experimental condi-
tions. We show that the contamination level in the electro-
lytical cell can be reduced to that of UHV conditions, even
for a relatively reactive material such as cobalt. We conclude
that there should be no principal obstacles to fully exploit
the technologically very attractive features of electrodeposi-
tion: large area deposition, low material consumption, suit-
ability for mass production, fast processing, and low cost of
equipment.

Co has been deposited in the ML range on Cu~001! crys-
tals from an aqueous electrolyte of 0.3 M Na2SO4 and 1
mM CoSO4 in an electrochemical cell~Fig. 1!, which allows
the in situ measurement of the magnetization by the
magneto-optical Kerr effect7 ~MOKE! using a HeNe-laser
beam. The cell is similar to that described in Ref. 8.

The Cu crystals were oriented and mechanically polished
to better than 0.2° deviation as measured by x-ray diffrac-
tion. All areas of the Cu crystals except the oriented surface
have been isolated with a commercial lacquer to prevent con-
tact of other crystallographic orientations to the electrolyte.

The Cu surface was electrochemically polished in 65%
H3PO4 at potentials of11.8•••12.4 V against a carbon elec-
trode for several minutes. Then the substrates were trans-
ferred into the electrochemical cell under the protection of
ultrapure water~Milli Q plus!. Immediate connection to the
potentiostat at2200 mV versus the standard calomel refer-
ence electrode~SCE! provided cathodic protection of the Cu
surface. The pH value of the electrolyte was 4.5–5 and dis-
solved oxygen was removed from the electrolyte by degas-
sing with ultrapure N2.

The deposition of the Co films has been controlled by the
current-voltage characteristics as shown in Fig. 2. The depo-
sition and subsequent dissolution of the films is a reversible
process, which can be repeated many times simply by cy-
cling the potential of the substrate as indicated by the arrows
in Fig. 2. The Co deposition has been done at a potential of
2800 mV. The film thickness is calculated from the mea-

FIG. 1. Electrochemical cell for the electrodeposition of ultra-
thin films with simultaneous MOKE measurements in a magnetic
field: The potential is applied in a standard electrochemical configu-
ration at the Cu crystal~1! against a remote electrode@~5!, Pt wire#
with respect to the reference electrode@~3!, standard calomel elec-
trode# in an aqueous electrolyte~2!; The magnetic field~8! is ap-
plied in the@110# direction and in the plane of the laser beam~7! for
the longitudinal MOKE measurements. Additional measurement fa-
cilities can be inserted into other joints of the cell~4, 6!.
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sured charge~i.e., integral of the anodic peak, dashed area in
Fig. 2! during the dissolution of the Co film at a potential
around2500 mV, the geometrical area of the Cu substrates
and the bulk-Co lattice constant of 0.351 nm. A thickness

resolution of 0.02 ML can be achieved from the current-
voltage characteristics. This is practically reduced by pos-
sible incomplete dissolution of the first Co monolayer seen
as enhanced anodic current at potentials between2400 mV
and2100 mV or by variation in the base current. The repro-
ducibility as proven by the independent thickness measure-
ment by MOKE is better than 0.2 ML. The stability of the
films during the MOKE measurements has been achieved by
adjusting the potential of the Cu substrate to that specific
value between the deposition and dissolution potential of the
Co films as indicated in Fig. 2, where nearly no external
current flows to or from the substrate.

The purity conditions of the electrolytic environment are
determined by two major factors: Contamination by organic
reagents and ions.

The organic contaminations result mainly from the Milli
Q water purification system and are less than 50 ppb corre-
sponding to less than 1017 organic particles in our cell vol-
ume of 100 ml. The specific resistance of the ultrapure water
is larger than 18.2 MV cm. This results nominally in a cur-
rent density of approximately 50 nA/cm2 or equivalently in
an exposure of a 1 cm2 substrate of 1024 ML/s assuming
single charged ions. Ionic contaminations of ultrapure
Na2SO4 and CoSO4 electrolyte salts are less than 231025

~Aldrich and Merck suprapure grade!. Our typical concentra-
tion of the electrolyte salts of 0.3 M Na2SO4 and 1 mM
CoSO4 and typical mobilities of ions in water of approxi-
mately 1023 cm2 V21 s21 ~Ref. 9! lead to an exposure of the
substrate of 1023 ML/s.

The measured current density in the cell as derived from
the current-voltage characteristics~Fig. 2! is approximately
0.6mA/cm2 for cell potentials between2700 mV and2100
mV. This gives a maximum experimental estimate for the
nominal exposure of the substrate of 1023 ML/s. This would
then correspond to a deposition of approximately 1 ML of
unwanted material in 1000 s assuming a sticking probability
of 100%. We may compare this directly to UHV conditions:
At 531029 mbar a monolayer of contamination forms on
Cu~001! in 1000 s, again assuming unity sticking probability.

FIG. 3. Thickness dependence of the in-plane magnetization and the coercive field at room temperature~298 K!. The sequence of
measurements has been taken during the deposition of a single film and its subsequent dissolution. The deposition potential was2890 mV,
the MOKE measurements have been performed at2670 mV. Thex axis is630 mT for all graphs. They axis is the same for all graphs
~a.u.!. The measurement time of each complete magnetization cycle was approximately 20 s.

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of the Co deposition
from an aqueous 0.3 M Na2SO4 and 1 mM CoSO4 electrolyte. The
arrows indicate the cycling direction~with 10 mV/s! of the re-
versible deposition/dissolution process. The Co films are deposi-
ted at potentials below2750 mV. The anodic peak around2500
mV ~dashed area! represents the dissolution of the previously de-
posited Co film and corresponds to a charge of 60mC or a film
thickness of 0.15 ML. The MOKE measurements are done at that
specific potential where no external current flows to or from the
substrate.
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However, this rough estimate of the maximum exposure
does not consider the peculiarities of electrochemistry: First,
base metal contaminations as, for example, Fe, Cd, Mg, Ca,
Al, and rare earth or alkali metals are remaining in the elec-
trolyte without deposition onto the substrate according to the
electrochemical standard potentials. Second, base metal con-
taminations with Nernst potentials in the negative potential
range between2700 mV and2100 mV as Ni, Mo, Sn, or Pb
could be experimentally seen as a deposition/dissolution
peak with a charge resolution of 0.02 ML in the current-
voltage characteristics if present. Third, anionic contamina-
tions as for example the SO4

22 or Cl2 anions lead to an
absorption at the substrate surface or adlayer formation,
which in fact determines the microscopic growth of the metal
films.10 Those adlayer atoms need not necessarily be incor-
porated into the metal films as contaminations. And finally,
the cell current in the negative potential range around2300
mV does not exclusively result from ions but also from oxy-
gen reactions.11 From the low base current of less than 0.6
mA/cm2 in Fig. 2 it can be seen that these reactions can be
eliminated by carefulin situ saturation of the electrolyte with
N2 gas.

These electrochemical considerations reduce the maxi-
mum possible ionic contamination level of the films further
from 1023 ML/s as estimated above to less than 1024 ML/s,
which is equivalent to UHV conditions of 5310210 mbar.
This shows that electrochemical deposition techniques can
be as ‘‘clean’’ as molecular-beam epitaxy in ultrahigh
vacuum.

The magnetic properties of ultrathin films respond sensi-
tively to contamination, in particular, in the monolayer
range. Therefore we combined our electrochemical cell with
in situmagneto-optical Kerr effect measurements at ambient
temperature~298 K!. The magnetic field was oriented along
the easy@110# direction.

The sequence of magnetization curves in Fig. 3 is taken
during the growth and dissolution of a single Co film. The
electrodeposition technique uniquely allows measurements
not only during deposition but also during the dissolution of
films. The magnetic hysteresis as derived from the 1-mm2

unfocused laser spot on the surface is rectangular shaped up
to the thickest films of 51 ML~Fig. 3! showing that the films
are of even thickness across the measured surface area. The
easy axis of the magnetization is in plane as is known from
MBE-grown films.3,4,6 The remanence at zero external field
equals the saturation magnetization due to the nearly square
hysteresis loops.

The saturation magnetization of the films depends linearly
on the Co thickness above a thickness of 2 ML@Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b!#. The vanishing magnetization below 1.5 ML in our
measurements is ascribed to the decrease of the Curie tem-
perature with decreasing film thickness and the lack of per-
colation of Co islands at coverages below 1 ML. This mag-
netic behavior is exactly observed in MBE-grown Co/
Cu~001! films.3–5 The linear fit in Fig. 4~a! extrapolates to
zero magnetization for 0 ML within the experimental accu-
racy @Fig. 4~b!#. This allows the conclusion that each Co
monolayer contributes to the total magnetization of the film.
This clearly shows that there are no ‘‘magnetically dead’’
layers in our electrodeposited Co films. The onset of the
magnetization at 1.5 ML and the square magnetic hysteresis

are compatible with a layer-by-layer growth mode in the ini-
tial stages of the deposition as is known from MBE-
deposited Co films.

The coercive fieldHC of the films varies approximately
linearly with the film thickness, starting from 0.9 mT at 2.5
ML and ranging to 25 mT at 51 ML~Fig. 3!. HC is approxi-
mately ten times larger than it is usually observed in MBE-
grown Co films of the same thickness~see, for example,
Refs. 4 and 5!. Remarkably,HC is not enhanced by pro-
tective cover layers, because all measurements have been
donein situ at the free Co surface. Since the magnetic field

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence of the total saturation magnetization on
the number of ML~upperx scaling! corresponding to the deposited
charge~lower x scaling!. The magnetic field is applied in the easy
@110# direction. The linear fit through the data points above 2 ML
extrapolates to zero for 0 ML film thickness.~b! Total saturation
magnetization of films up to a thickness of 4.5 ML~upperx scal-
ing!. The corresponding deposited charge is shown in the lowerx
scaling. The error bars indicate60.2 ML. The linear fit through the
data points above 2 ML as seen in Fig. 4~a! extrapolates to zero for
0 ML film thickness~dashed line!.
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has been adjusted along the easy@110# direction, the mea-
suredHC is the minimum due to the in-plane magnetization
anisotropy of Co~001!, which shows the hard axis in the
@100# direction.3 This large coercivity could be attributed
to the electrodeposition technique, which may produce a
certain defect structure of the Co films favorable for domain
wall pinning. The known double-layer growth of MBE films
could be different in electrodeposited films due to the de-
position near the thermodynamical equilibrium in the
electrochemical environment. This argument is supported
by recent scanning tunneling microscopy observations,
which show that different preparation methods result in
different film growth behavior and accordingly in dif-
ferent magnetic properties, like MBE growth and pulsed
laser ablation of ultrathin Fe films on Cu~111! ~Ref. 12! or
ion beam sputtering and dc sputtering of Co/Cu
multilayers.13 Also the substrate preparation by our electro-
chemical polishing, compared to the usual sputtering/heating
procedure during an UHV preparation of crystals~see, for
example, Ref. 14!, is likely to cause additional domain wall
pinning in our electrodeposited films compared to evaporated
films.

The electrodeposition of ultrathin magnetic films has been
shown to be capable of depositing magnetic films in the
monolayer range under conditions similar to UHV conditions
and with similar properties as are known from MBE-
deposited films. We clearly demonstrated that there are
no ‘‘magnetically dead’’ layers in our electrodeposited
films. In particular, the reproducible preparation of ultrathin
clean films in the monolayer range with a fast and cost
effective technique like the electrodeposition opens interest-
ing prospects. A unique feature of the electrochemistry is
the possibility to finely adjust the film thickness by deposi-
tion and dissolution. This may even be donein situ
controlled by a magnetic measurement such as MOKE.
Thus, films or sequences of layers with exactly the desired
magnetic properties may be obtained by using appropriate
feedback circuits. This might be of significant technological
relevance for potential applications of electrodeposited
films.

We are indebted to H. Menge for the preparation of the
Cu crystals.
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